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World Environment Day is celebrated annually on June 5 (Since 1973) and is 
a United Nations initiative for encouraging worldwide protection of our 
environment. The day aims to create awareness among more and more 
individuals to take certain actions against the growing strain on Earth's natural 
ecosystem.
Theme - “# Only one Earth” World Environment Day 5 June 22 
The celebration of the day provides us with an opportunity to broaden the basis 
for an enlightened opinion and responsible conduct by individuals, enterprises 
and communities in preserving and enhancing the environment.
World Environment Day (also called as WED) 5th June was celebrated at our various project 
sites to protect the environment. 
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1) Display of World
Environment Day 
poster at Prominent 
location

Environmental awareness is to understand the fragility of our environment and the importance 
of its protection. Promoting environmental awareness is an easy way to become an environmental 
steward and participate in creating a brighter future for our generation

2) Car/Bike Pooling or
using Bicycle 

Vehicle pooling reduces every person travel price like fuel prices, pollution and also the stress of 
driving. Vehicle pooling is additionally seen as an additional environment friendly and property 
thanks to travel as sharing journeys reduces carbon emissions, tie up on the roads

3) Shutting Down of AC 
at office for almost 
half day

it runs less and results in more energy savings . In almost all cases, it will save money to shut off 
your AC

4) Environment Pledge
Ceremony 

We pledge to take individual action to help protect the environment.  pledge remind us to 
motivate our friends, family and others about the importance of greening their daily actions in 
order protect the nature essential for future generations.

5) Plantation of sapling Trees contribute to their environment over long periods of time by providing oxygen, improving 
air quality, climate amelioration, conserving water, preserving soil, and supporting wildlife. 
During the process of photosynthesis, trees take in carbon dioxide and produce the oxygen we 
breathe
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SN Particular
Objectives

6 Signature Campaign Objectives that get people to start thinking and keep reminding to adopt safe Environment 
practices ,

7 Nukkad Natak on Ban 
of Single use plastic 

Its main aim is to go closer to those who have been marginalized by society and to convey 
the message through the direct and effective means of dramaturgy. It focuses on the 
Environment  issues of people with an aim to create awareness among all the peoples.

8 Environment Training 
cum Awareness 
Programme 

To provide every person with opportunities to acquire the knowledge, values, attitudes, 
commitment, and skills needed to protect and improve the environment; to create new 
patterns of behavior of individuals, groups, and society as a whole towards the 
environment.

9 Organizing 
Quiz/poster/painting 
competition etc.

To bring out the creative expression of employees and to gauge their knowledge and 
awareness of various trends on the said subject

10 Prize Distribution For Reconisation of excellent performance of individuals as well as motivate others to 
adhere the same 
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Monomark Vedanta Sites                                                                                                 

 Ram Pura Agucha Mines

 Zawer Mines

 Malco Energy Ltd (Khambhalia)

 Lanjigarh Site (ISGEC/Extension)

 Silvassa 

Monomark Project Sites
 MP Birla Cement Chanderiya 

 Ultra Tech Nathdwara Site

 JK  Panna Project Site

 Dalmia Cement  Bokaro

Others
 Monomark Head Office

 Unit II Singpur Chittorgarh

 Shree Cement RAS

Details of 

Monomark Sites 

Celebrated the 

World Environment 

Day 5 June 22
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Plantation of  Sapling 

done by RAM Team 

and Displaying poster 

at Workplace 
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WED Celebration publication in newspaper /Posters making /Playing 

Nutak natak By RAM  Monomark Team 



ZAWER MINES MONOMARK TEAM Celebrated WED 22 
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